Education Program Packet—4th Grade
Zoo Atlanta Education Programs:
Zoo School Auditorium: Georgia Jaunt
Zoo School Classroom: Exploring Ecosystems
Zoomobile Outreach: Georgia Goes Wild
NightCrawlers Overnight: Backyard Georgia or Zoo Tech
GEORGIA PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: For program information and Georgia
Performance Standards for each program, click
http://www.zooatlanta.org/education_school_programs.htm and follow the links to the
program(s) you registered for.

Activity Packet
Subject/Course: Science, Math and English/Language Arts
Grades: 4th

Activity Packet: Stage 1-Desired Results
Packet Established Goals:
•

•

•

•

•
•

S4L1. Students will describe the roles of organisms and the flow of energy within an
ecosystem. a. Identify the roles of producers, consumers, and decomposers in a
community.
S4L2. Students will identify factors that affect the survival or extinction of organisms
such as adaptation, variation of behaviors (hibernation) and external features
(camouflage and protection). a. Identify external features of organisms that allow them
to survive or reproduce better than organisms that do not have these features. (e.g.
camouflage, use of hibernation, protection, etc.)
S4CS1. Students will be aware of the importance of curiosity, honesty, openness, and
skepticism in science and will exhibit these traits in their own efforts to understand how
the world works. c. Offer reasons for findings and consider reasons suggested by
others.
M4D1. Students will gather, organize, and display data according to the situation and
compare related features. a. Represent data in bar, line and pictographs. b.
Investigate the features and tendencies of graphs. c. Compare different graphical
representations for a given set of data. d. Identify missing information and duplications
in data.
M4P5. Students will create and use pictures, manipulatives, models, and symbols to
organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas.
ELA4R1 The student demonstrates comprehension and shows evidence of a
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•

warranted and responsible explanation of a variety of literary and informational texts.
For informational texts, the student reads and comprehends in order to develop
understanding and expertise and produces evidence of reading that: a. Locates facts
that answer the reader’s questions. c. Identifies and uses knowledge of common
graphic features (e.g., charts, maps, diagrams, illustrations). e. Distinguishes cause
from effect in context.
ELA4R3 The student understands and acquires new vocabulary and uses it correctly
in reading and writing. The student a. Reads a variety of texts and incorporates new
words into oral and written language.

Understandings:
Students will understand that…

Essential Questions:
What is the relationship between the
producers, consumers, and
decomposers in a community?
How does energy flow through
ecosystems?

•
Organisms can be either producers or
consumers in terms of energy flow
through an ecosystem. Producers
convert energy from the environment
into carbon bonds. Plants are the
most obvious examples of producers;
plants take energy from sunlight and
use it to convert carbon dioxide into
glucose (or other sugars).
• The flow of energy in a food chain
begins with the producers. Energy
flows through a food chain. The
amount of available energy decreases
at each higher level of a food chain.
Students will know…
•

•
•
•

•

•

The roles of organisms and the flow of
energy within an ecosystem.
The roles of producers, consumers,
and decomposers in a community.
The factors that affect the survival or
extinction of organisms, such as
adaptation, variation of behaviors
(hibernation) and external features
(camouflage and protection)
The external features of organisms
that allow them to survive or
reproduce better than organisms that
do not have these features. (e.g.
camouflage, use of hibernation,
protection, etc.)
Key vocabulary terms

•

Students will be able to…
•

•

•

•

Describe the roles of organisms and
the flow of energy within an
ecosystem.
Distinguish between producers,
consumers, and decomposers in a
community.
Explain the factors that affect the
survival or extinction of organisms
such as adaptation, variation of
behaviors (hibernation) and external
features (camouflage and
protection).
Identify external features of
organisms that allow them to survive
or reproduce better than organisms
that do not have these features. (e.g.
camouflage, use of hibernation,
protection, etc.)
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Stage 2-Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requests the service of you and your team of
scientists to establish sustaining water and land ecosystems in an area that was inhabitable
20 years ago. You will investigate the roles of organisms in your surrounding area and
recreate ecosystems for the new developing area. Prepare a diagram to show the flow of
energy within the ecosystems (aquatic and land) from the organisms your team has selected.
As a team, you will use the information gathered to create a dramatic presentation to the
EPA. As a team, research similarities and differences that affect the survival or extinction of
organisms such as adaptation, variation of behaviors and external features for that area.
Include several types of characteristics, such as appearance, behaviors, environments,
reproduction and life cycle.
1. Create a Venn diagram using the information your group gathered. There should be at
least three entries in each section of the diagram.
2. Create a report, pictographs, graphs or tables for a presentation comparing and
contrasting the role of organisms in a given ecosystem. This presentation may take
the form of a skit, pictures, PowerPoint, or overheads, etc.
3. Brainstorm with your group on how to present your information, such as skits, models,
bar graphs, researched reports, PowerPoint, etc.
Organize your ideas for your final project. Write an outline, or do a rough sketch, diagram, or
storyboard and show it to your teacher. Your final project should convince the EPA that the
area can sustain ecosystems.
Key Criteria
• Rubric
• Journal writings
• Self evaluation
Other Evidence
• Observations and dialogues
• Performance task
• Graphic organizers
• Quizzes (generated by students and teacher) and tests

Stage 3-Learning Plan
Materials: camera (one per every 2 or 3 students), pencil, activity sheets, plant and animal
magazines, scissors, animal pictures, realistic plastic animal models, handouts, graphic
organizers, trade books on animals and plants
Vocabulary: mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, birds, parent, offspring, extinction,
endangered, threatened, habitat, predator, prey, camouflage, producers, consumers,
decomposers, ecosystems, hibernation, protection
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Learning Activities
Pre-visit Classroom Activities
• Create a pre-assessment about the roles of organisms (producers, consumers,
and decomposers) and the flow of energy within an ecosystem, and factors that
affect the survival or extinction of organisms, such as adaptation, variation of
behaviors (hibernation) and external features (camouflage and protection). Use a
KWL graphic organizer to find out what students know and what to know about the
roles of organisms (producers, consumers, and decomposers) and the flow of
energy within an ecosystem, and factors that affect the survival or extinction of
organisms such as adaptation, variation of behaviors (hibernation) and external
features (camouflage and protection) to help guide instruction.
• Read How do Animals Adapt by Bobbie Kalman or similar books on how animals
adapt to their environments. Stress how an animal’s adaptation provides for rapid
responses to changes in the environment and for reproduction. Allow students to
research additional information about animal adaptation, and discuss the factors
that affect the survival or extinction of organisms, such as adaptation, variation of
behaviors (hibernation) and external features (camouflage and protection animal
adaptations). Pretend you are a particular animal. What adaptation or variation of
behavior would you like to have? Draw a picture of yourself with the adaptation or
variation of behavior. Write your explanation.
• Introduce producers, consumers and decomposers by using animal and plant
pictures or realistic plastic animal and plant models. Make inquiries about the roles
of organisms and the flow of energy within an ecosystem. Practice using the
Where Do I Belong? handout to classify the plant and animal pictures or realistic
plastic animal models.
• Guide students as they reconstruct a food cycle and food web using plant and
animal pictures and realistic plastic animal models.
• Brainstorm a list of organisms in three columns: producers (plants), consumers
(plant eaters and animal eaters), and decomposers (fungi, bacteria, earthworms,
and other organisms). Discuss the roles they each hold in a community
(ecosystem).
• Collect pictures of producers, consumers and decomposers. Have students sort
pictures according to the role of the organisms. Create a bar or line graph depicting
the information. Discuss how this information is useful to the flow of energy in an
ecosystem.
Post-Program Zoo Activities
• Have students or parents take photographs or record the names of the different Zoo
animals. Use the photographs/names for various post-visit activities. Guide and
discuss how the animals are: producers, consumers and decomposers; their flow in
the ecosystem and factors that affect the survival or extinction of organisms.
• Have each student will complete a copy of the Where Do I Belong? handout at the
Zoo.
• Students can create journal entries after observing the animals they see at the Zoo.
An example journal entry, Junior Scientist Notebook, is included in this packet.
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Post-visit Classroom Activities
• Act as a newspaper editor. Have students use the Zoo pictures to write an
advertisement or newspaper article about Georgia wildlife. Have students uncover
how animals have adapted to their environments over the centuries and other
interesting animal facts.
• Guide students with constructing a realistic terrestrial or aquatic ecosystem. Observe
the diversity of organisms that it supports. Design an experiment to determine the
effects of changing the habitat to show benefits or harmful effects. Choose only one
change to monitor at a time. Make a prediction about what might happen. Record your
observations. Create a graph depicting your results. Write the results and draw a
conclusion. Share the results of your project with the class.
• Clarify the ways organisms that live in your area have external features adapted to
survival using factors such as, but not limited to: weather conditions (hot summers,
cold winters, dry, wet), light, food, shelter and water. Students will visit
http://www.cviog.uga.edu/gsb/student/wildlife/index.htm website and develop a
pamphlet or board game for your class to play based on information learned
throughout the unit.

Suggested Readings
The Hunt for Food by Anita Gareri (Millbrook Press, 1997)
When Hunger Calls by Bert Kitchen (Candlewick Press, 1994)
Time to Eat: Animals Who Hide and Save Their Food by Marilyn Ballie (Firefly Books Ltd.,
1995)
Animals’ Defenses by Jeremy Cherfas (The Learner Publishing Group, 1991)
What Color is Camouflage? by Carolyn Otto (HarperCollins Children’s Books, 1996)
Eyewitness Junior Books Amazing Animal Disguises by Sandie Sowler (Alfred A. Knopf,
1982)
Amazing Armored Animals by Sandie Sowler (Alfred A. Knopf, 1992)
How to Hide a Parakeet and Other Birds by Ruth Heller (Putnam Publishing Group, 1995)
How to Hide a Polar Bear and Other Mammals by Ruth Heller (Putnam Publishing Group
Eyewitness Junior Books Amazing Animal Disguises by Sandie Sowler (Alfred A. Knopf,
1992)
Protecting Endangered Species at the San Diego Zoo by Georgeanne Irvine. New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1990.
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Endangered Species by Lynn Stone. Chicago: Children's Press, 1984.
How Do Animals Adapt by Bobbie Kalman
Junkyard Bandicoots and Other Tales of the World's Endangered Species by Joyce
Rogers Wolkomir and Richard Wolkomir. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1992.

Suggested Websites
Zoo Atlanta- http://www.zooatlanta.org
Association of Zoos and Aquariums- www.aza.org
Georgia Wildlife Federation: Gardening for Wildlife- www.gwf.org/habitats.htm
Georgia Wildlife Federation Plant Index- www.gwf.org/plantindex.htm
Georgia Native Plant Society- www.gnps.org
Georgia's Natural Wonder- www.okeswamp.com/ts_Animals/plants_animals.html
PBS: Nature - http://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/
Animal World- http://www.kbears.com/borrico
Quia - Simple Animals- http://www.quia.com/custom/3406main.html
Zoo Animals- http://edtech.kennesaw.edu/web/zooanim.html
Animal Diversity Web - http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/index.html
Systematics- http://www.nbii.gov/disciplines/systematics.html
Tree of Life- http://tolweb.org/tree/phylogeny.html
Classifying Animals- www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/fil/pages/listclassifyst.html
Create a Graph - http://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/createagraph/
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Graphic Organizers

KWL Chart
Name

Date

Topic _______________________________
What I Know
What I Want to Know

What I Learned
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Name

Date
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Where Do I Belong?
Name
Date
Directions: Write the names of a plant or animal. Put a check if it is a producer,
consumer or decomposer. Make a bar graph.

Name of Plants or
Animals

Producers

Consumers

Decomposers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
TOTAL
9

Student Name ______________________________________ Date ________________
Directions: As you tour the Zoo, locate and draw producers, consumers and decomposers.
Producers

Consumers

Decomposers

This is an aquatic ecosystem. Write “P” on the producers, “C” on the consumers and “D” on
the decomposers.

Create or draw a terrestrial ecosystem. Use the back of this sheet if necessary.
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Student Name ______________________________________ Date ________________

Junior Scientist Notebook
As a Junior Scientist, use this notebook as a guide as you walk through the Zoo. Select
one animal that you want to observe. Complete your animal observation. It is important to
remember that the animals can see and hear you; therefore, try not to disturb the animals.
Observer Information
Name:_____________________________ Date and Time of Day:_____________________
Weather Conditions _________________________________
Animal Species: _____________________________________________________
Natural Habitat: _____________________________________________________
Diet: ______________________________________________________________
Behavior Observed: __________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Description of the animal:

Draw a picture of the animal here.
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RUBRIC
Exemplary
4
Consistently
demonstrates the
ability to identify
external features of
organisms that
allow them to
survive or
reproduce.
Consistent,
accurate usage of
terms

Accomplished
3
Usually
demonstrates the
ability to identify
external features of
organisms that
allow them to
survive or
reproduce.
Adequate usage of
scientific terms

Developing
2
Sometimes
demonstrates the
ability to identify
external features of
organisms that allow
them to survive or
reproduce.

Demonstrates full
understanding of
the role of
organisms and the
flow of energy.

Displays a
complete and
accurate
understanding of
the role of
organisms and the
flow of energy.

Displays an
incomplete
understanding of the
role of organisms and
the flow of energy.

Demonstrated
severe
misconceptions
about the role of
organisms and
the flow of
energy.

Assumed
leadership role
within group; strong
contributions

Participated with
good contributions

Participated with
weak contributions

Did not
participate in
group
discussions

Application to
the Real World

Able to apply
learning

Usually finds
practical application

Occasionally relates
to real life skills

No practical
application

Consistently
communicates
information
effectively through
accurately
recording and
describing
observations and
conclusions.
Presents
information in
logical sequence;
Feels at ease with
expected answers;
Maintains eye
contact most of the
time. Voice is clear,
pronounces most
words correctly.

Communicates
plausible facts but
lacks clarity in
presenting facts and
observations.

Is ineffective in
communicating
information.

Communication

Uses rich, vivid,
and powerful
description in a
variety of ways to
clearly
communicate
observations, data,
and conclusions.

Audience has
difficulty following
presentation because
student jumps
around; Student Is
uncomfortable with
information;
Occasionally uses
eye contact; Voice is
low and incorrectly
pronounces terms.

Audience cannot
understand
presentation due
to no sequence;
Does not have
grasp of
information;
Reads all of the
report with no
eye contact;
Mumbles or
incorrectly
pronounces
terms.

Identification

Use of
Scientific
Language

Classification

Teamwork

Presentation

Presents
information in
logical, interesting
sequence;
demonstrates full
knowledge (more
than required);
Maintains eye
contact; Uses a
clear voice.

Occasional use with
few errors

Beginning
1
Rarely
demonstrates the
ability identify
external features
of organisms that
allow them to
survive or
reproduce.
No terms of
frequent errors in
usage
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